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Abstract

Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has seen an explosion of research in the past three years. A variety of methods have been proposed to perform NAS, including reinforcement learning, Bayesian optimization with a Gaussian process prior, evolutionary search, and gradient descent. In this work, we design a NAS algorithm which uses Bayesian optimization with a neural network prediction model. We use a path-based encoding scheme to featurize the neural architectures that are used as training data for the meta neural network. This method is particularly effective for encoding architectures in cell-based search spaces. After training on just 150 random neural architectures, we are able to predict the validation accuracy of an architecture to within one percent of its true accuracy on average. This may be of independent interest beyond Bayesian neural architecture search.

We test our algorithm on the NAS-Bench-101 dataset [Ying et al. 2019], and we show that our algorithm significantly outperforms baselines including evolutionary search and reinforcement learning. We try several acquisition functions and show that the upper confidence bound function works the best. Finally, we show our path-based encoding scheme significantly improves the performance of the NAS algorithm compared to other encoding methods.

1 Introduction

Since the deep learning revolution in 2012, neural networks have been getting more specialized and more complex [Krizhevsky et al., 2012, Huang et al., 2017, Szegedy et al., 2017]. Developing new state-of-the-art architectures often takes a vast amount of engineering and domain knowledge. However, a new area of research, neural architecture search (NAS), seeks to automate this process. Since the popular NASNet paper [Zoph and Le, 2017], there has been a flurry of research on neural architecture search [Liu et al., 2018a, Pham et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018b, Kandasamy et al., 2018, Elsken et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018, Sciuto et al., 2019, Cortes et al., 2017, Baker et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2017]. Many methods have been proposed for NAS, including random search, evolutionary search, reinforcement learning, Bayesian optimization, and gradient descent. Each technique has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, reinforcement learning with a controller neural network can learn very complex policies. However, as some past works have argued, neural architecture search is an optimization problem - find the architecture with the lowest validation error - so maintaining a state and transition function may be overkill [Kandasamy et al., 2018, Elsken et al., 2018]. On the other hand, Bayesian optimization with a Gaussian process prior is a leading method for zero-th order optimization of functions which are expensive to evaluate. This is exactly the setting of deep learning model selection. Although Bayesian optimization has seen great success in hyperparameter optimization of deep learning functions [Golovin et al., 2017, Li et al., 2016], a host of problems arise

1This work was extended to a full-length paper here: https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11858 All of the code for this work is available here: https://github.com/naszilla/bananas

when using Bayesian optimization for neural architecture search. For example, while there is a huge body of work on Bayesian optimization over Euclidean space, using Bayesian optimization for NAS requires choosing a distance function between neural architectures. This is often a cumbersome task involving hyper-hyperparameter tuning for parameters of the distance function [Kandasamy et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018]. Furthermore, Bayesian optimization is most commonly set up with a Gaussian process prior, and it can be quite challenging to find a kernel that is expressive enough to predict the performance of neural networks [Elsken et al., 2018].

In this work, we run Bayesian optimization with a neural network prediction model. That is, in every iteration of Bayesian optimization, we train a meta neural network to predict the accuracy of each neural network in our search space. We use this meta neural network to guide the search procedure. This avoids the aforementioned problems with Bayesian optimization NAS: the model is powerful enough to predict neural network accuracies, and there is no need to construct a distance function between neural networks by hand.

Training a meta neural network to predict the accuracy of neural networks is a challenging task. The majority of popular NAS algorithms are deployed over a directed acyclic graph (DAG) search space – the set of all possible architectures to choose from is the set of all DAGs of a certain size, together with all possible combinations of operations on each node [Zoph and Le, 2017, Pham et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018b, Ying et al., 2019]. This poses a roadblock when using a meta neural network to predict the accuracies of neural networks, since graph structures are difficult for neural networks to learn [Zhou et al., 2018]. We use a path-based encoding scheme to encode a neural network, which drastically improves the accuracy of our meta neural network. For each neural network, we enumerate all possible paths along the DAG from the input layer to the output layer, and we create a binary feature for all possible paths. This method improves the accuracy of our meta neural network by a factor of 3. With just 150 training points, our meta neural network is able to predict the accuracy of unseen neural networks to within one percent on average on the nasbench dataset [Ying et al., 2019]. This may be of interest beyond Bayesian neural architecture search.

We develop a NAS algorithm by running Bayesian optimization with a meta neural network model. We use an ensemble method to predict the mean and variance of candidate neural networks, from which we compute upper confidence bounds (UCB) as our acquisition function. Finally, we use a mutation function to optimize the acquisition function. We compare our NAS algorithm against a host of benchmark algorithms on the nasbench dataset including random search, regularized evolution, and reinforcement learning. Our method sees significant improvements compared to the benchmark algorithms. We test acquisition functions including Thompson sampling, expected improvement, probability of improvement, and UCB, and we show that UCB performs the best. We are committed to fair, reproducible NAS research, and we address all of the points in the recent NAS research checklist [Lindauer and Hutter, 2019].

2 Related Work

Neural architecture search Neural architecture search has been studied since at least the 1990s [Floreano et al., 2008, Kitano, 1990, Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002]. NASNet, a reinforcement learning algorithm, was the first neural architecture search algorithm to gain significant attention in recent years [Zoph and Le, 2017]. Some of the most popular recent techniques for NAS include evolutionary algorithms [Shah et al., 2018], reinforcement learning [Zoph and Le, 2017, Pham et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018a, Tan and Le, 2019], Bayesian optimization [Kandasamy et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018], and gradient descent [Liu et al., 2018b]. Recent papers have highlighted the need for fair and reproducible NAS comparisons [Li and Talwalkar, 2019, Sciuto et al., 2019, Lindauer and Hutter, 2019], and then nasbench dataset was created for this purpose [Ying et al., 2019]. There are several works which predict the validation accuracy of neural networks [Deng et al., 2017, Istrate et al., 2019], or the curve of validation accuracy with respect to training time [Klein et al., 2017, Domhan et al., 2015, Baker et al., 2017]. A recent algorithm, AlphaX, uses a meta neural network to perform NAS [Wang et al., 2018], which is a similar high-level idea to our work but with many key differences. Their search is progressive, and each iteration makes a small change to the current neural network, rather than choosing a completely new neural network. Therefore, their meta neural network is trained to optimize the selection of new actions as well as predict the performance of the new progressive network. Furthermore, they use an adjacency matrix featurization for the inputs to
the meta neural network, which we find to perform worse than our path-based encoding. For a more detailed discussion on related work, see Appendix A.

3 Methodology

Search space. In this work, we consider convolutional cell-based search spaces [Zoph and Le 2017; Pham et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2018b]. A cell consists of a relatively small section of a neural network, usually 6-12 nodes forming a DAG. A neural architecture is then built by repeatedly stacking one or two different cells on top of each other sequentially, separated by downsampling layers. The layout of cells and downsampling layers is called a hyper-architecture, and this is fixed, while the NAS algorithm searches for the best cells. The search space over cells consists of all possible directed acyclic graphs of size 6-12, where each node corresponds to one operation, chosen from a set of 3 to 8 operations. It is also common to set a restriction on the number of total edges or the in-degree of each node [Ying et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2018b]. In this work, we focus on searching over a cell of size 7 with up to 10 edges, where the middle five nodes can be set to conv1x1, conv3x3, or max-pool3x3, consistent with the nasbench search space. See Figure 2 in Appendix B.

Bayesian optimization. Bayesian optimization is a leading technique for hyperparameter tuning. In Bayesian optimization for deep learning, the goal is to find the neural network and/or set of hyperparameters in the search space which lead to the best validation accuracy. Formally, Bayesian optimization seeks to optimize a function \( \max_{a \in A} f(a) \), where \( A \) is the set of neural architectures and/or hyperparameters, and \( f(a) \) denotes the validation accuracy of architecture \( a \) after training a fixed dataset for a fixed number of epochs.

In the typical Bayesian optimization setting, \( t_0 \) architectures are drawn at random from the search space and trained, making up the initial set. Then the topology of \( f(A) \) is modeled using a posterior distribution. Typically a Gaussian process posterior is used; in this work, we use an ensemble of neural networks as a posterior. An acquisition function is used to choose the next neural network to query. Common acquisition functions include expected improvement or upper confidence bounds. We optimize the acquisition function using a mutation algorithm. See Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Neural BayesOpt

**Input:** Search space \( A \), dataset \( D \), parameters \( t_0, T, c, e \), acquisition function \( \phi \)

Draw \( t_0 \) architectures \( a_0, \ldots, a_{t_0} \) uniformly at random from \( A \) and train them on \( D \)

Denote \( f(a) \) as the validation accuracy of \( a \) after training

For \( t \) from \( t_0 \) to \( T \):

1. Generate a set of \( c \) candidate neural architectures from \( A \) by drawing \( c/2 \) architectures at random, and creating \( c/2 \) mutations of the \( k \) architectures \( a \) from \( \{a_0, \ldots, a_t\} \) with the highest value of \( f(a) \)

2. Train an ensemble of meta neural networks on \( f(a_0), \ldots, f(a_t) \)

3. For each candidate architecture \( a \), evaluate the acquisition function \( \phi(a) \)

4. Denote \( a_{t+1} \) as the candidate architecture with minimum \( \phi(a) \) and evaluate \( f(a_{t+1}) \)

**Output:** \( a^* = \arg\min_{a_t} f(a_t) \) and the test accuracy of \( a^* \)

Path-based encoding of neural nets. When encoding a neural network (as input to a meta neural network or a NAS algorithm), prior work has used a binary encoding of the adjacency matrix and either a categorical or a one-hot encoding for the operations on each node [Wang et al. 2018; Ying et al. 2019; Deng et al. 2017; Baker et al. 2017]. It is challenging even for a neural network to learn graph topologies directly from an adjacency encoding, and we show in the next section that this method does not perform well. We introduce a path-based encoding and show that it substantially increases the performance of the meta neural network. A path encoding of a cell is created by enumerating all possible paths from the input node to the output node, in terms of the operations (see Figure 2 in Appendix B). The total number of paths is \( \sum_{i=0}^{n} q^i \) where \( n \) denotes the number of nodes in the cell, and \( q \) denotes the size of the set of operations for each node. For example, the nasbench cell search space has \( \sum_{i=0}^{5} 3^i = 364 \) possible paths.
4 Experiments

In this section, we discuss our experimental setup and results. We give experimental results on the performance of the meta neural network itself, as well as the full NAS algorithm compared to several baselines. We use the nasbench dataset described in the previous section. There are approximately 423,000 unique architectures, and the best architecture achieves 5.68% test error on CIFAR-10.

Meta neural network experiments. We evaluate the performance of the meta neural network. The meta neural network consists of a sequential fully-connected neural network. The number of layers is set to 10, and each layer has width 20. We use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.1. These were chosen through random hyperparameter search. We set the loss function to mean absolute error. We trained the meta neural network on 200 neural networks, and tested the standard adjacency matrix encoding as well as the path encoding discussed in Section 3. See Figure 1 (left). The path-based encoding outperforms the adjacency matrix encoding by a factor of 3 in mean absolute error.

NAS experiments. We compare our NAS algorithm to random search, regularized evolution, and reinforcement learning. Each NAS algorithm is given a budget of 150 queries. That is, each algorithm can train and output the validation accuracy of at most 150 architectures. Every 10 iterations, we output the architecture with the best validation error found by the algorithm so far. After all NAS algorithms have completed, we return the test error for each architecture outputted. We ran 200 trials for each algorithm. For the Neural BayesOpt algorithm, we used an ensemble of size 5 and UCB. The Neural BayesOpt algorithm with path encoding significantly outperformed all other baselines, and is state-of-the-art on nasbench for the 100-150 queries setting [Ying et al., 2019] [Borsos et al., 2019] [Maziarz et al., 2018]. See Figure 1 (right). The standard deviation among 200 trials for all NAS algorithms were between 0.16 and 0.22 (Neural BayesOpt had the lowest standard deviation). In Appendix B we perform more experiments (comparing five different acquisition functions, giving the NAS algorithms a budget of 500 queries, and comparing different ensemble sizes). We also run through the NAS research checklist [Lindauer and Hutter, 2019] discussing e.g. releasing our code and comparing wall-clock time vs. number of queries.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel method for neural architecture search. Our method uses Bayesian optimization with a meta neural network predictive model, and we encode the neural networks using a path-based encoding scheme. This allows the meta neural network to accurately predict the validation
accuracy of new neural networks. Our NAS algorithm significantly outperforms all other baselines. Interesting follow-up questions include testing our method against other algorithms, e.g., AlphaX, testing on other search spaces, e.g., the search space from DARTS [Liu et al. 2018b], and designing a multi-fidelity version of our approach.
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A Related Work Continued

In this section, we extend the related work discussion from section 2.

Neural architecture search  Evolutionary algorithms for neural architecture search have been studied since at least the 1990s [Floreano et al., 2008, Kitano, 1990, Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002]. Since the deep learning revolution in 2012 [Krizhevsky et al., 2012], NASNet was the first neural architecture search algorithm to gain significant attention [Zoph and Le, 2017]. NASNet is a novel reinforcement learning algorithm for NAS which achieves state-of-the-art results on CIFAR-10 and PTB, however, the algorithm requires 3000 GPU days to train. NASNet spurred a number of follow-up work, eventually pushing the required computation for NAS on CIFAR-10 and PTB to a single GPU day [Pham et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018a, b, Ying et al., 2019, Kandasamy et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018, Shah et al., 2018]. Some of the most popular techniques for NAS include evolutionary algorithms [Shah et al., 2018], reinforcement learning [Zoph and Le, 2017, Pham et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018a, Tan and Le, 2019], Bayesian optimization [Kandasamy et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018], and gradient descent [Liu et al., 2018b].

The choice of search space is an important element in NAS research [Elsken et al., 2018]. Two popular techniques are progressive search spaces [Liu et al., 2018a, Kandasamy et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018], and cell-based search spaces [Zoph and Le, 2017, Pham et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018a, Tan and Le, 2019]. Recent papers have shown that random search over cell-based search spaces are on par with the most popular NAS algorithms and call for fair and reproducible experiments in the future [Li and Talwalkar, 2019]. In this vein, the nasbench dataset was created, which contains over 400k neural architectures with precomputed training, validation, and test accuracy [Ying et al., 2019].

A recent algorithm, AlphaX, uses a meta neural network to perform NAS [Wang et al., 2018], which is a similar high-level idea as our work but with many key differences. Their search is progressive, and each iteration makes a small change to the current neural network, rather than choosing a completely new neural network. Therefore, their meta neural network is trained to optimize the selection of new actions as well as predict the performance of the new progressive network. Furthermore, they use an adjacency matrix featureization for the inputs to the meta neural network, which we find to perform worse than our path-based encoding.

Bayesian optimization  Bayesian optimization is a leading technique for zero-th order optimization when function queries are expensive [Rasmussen, 2003, Frazier, 2018], and it has seen great success in hyperparameter optimization for deep learning [Rasmussen, 2003, Golovin et al., 2017, Li et al., 2016]. The majority of Bayesian optimization literature has focused on problems where the domain is Euclidean or categorical, and where the prior is a Gaussian process [Rasmussen, 2003, Golovin et al., 2017, Frazier, 2018, Snoek et al., 2012]. More recently, Bayesian optimization with a Gaussian process prior has been used for progressive neural architecture search [Kandasamy et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018].

Predicting neural network accuracy  There are several works which predict the validation accuracy of neural networks. Peephole uses a layer-wise encoding of neural networks with an LSTM algorithm to predict neural net accuracy [Deng et al., 2017], and TAPAS uses a layer-wise encoding and dataset features to predict the accuracy for neural network + dataset pairs [Istrate et al., 2019]. There are several works which predict the learning curve of neural networks for hyperparameter optimization [Klein et al., 2017, Domhan et al., 2015] or NAS [Baker et al., 2017] using Bayesian techniques.

B Experiments Appendix

Nasbench. We describe the nasbench dataset in more detail. For the full details, see [Ying et al., 2019]. This dataset was created to facilitate NAS research, by making it possible to run NAS experiments without a vast amount of compute power, by making it feasible to run enough trials to reach statistical significant results, and by creating a fair testing ground for existing NAS algorithms.
The search space consists of a cell with 7 nodes. The first node is the input, and the last node is the output. The remaining five nodes can be either \texttt{conv1x1}, \texttt{conv3x3}, or \texttt{max-pool3x3} operations. The cell can take on any DAG structure from the input to the output with at most 9 edges. The nasbench search space was chosen to contain ResNet-like and Inception-like cells [He et al., 2016, Szegedy et al., 2016]. The hyper-architecture consists of nine cells stacked sequentially, with each set of three cells separated by downsampling layers. The first layer before the first cell is a convolutional layer, and the hyper-architecture ends with a global average pooling layer and dense layer. See Figure 2. There are approximately 423,000 architectures in the nasbench search space, after removing isomorphisms.

**Meta neural network experiments.** First, we test the effectiveness of the path-based encoding versus the adjacency matrix encoding on different training set sizes. We trained the meta neural network on 20, 200, and 2000 neural networks. We used a test set of size 500. See Figure 3. The path-based encoding outperforms the adjacency matrix encoding by a factor of 3 in mean absolute error. We note that a training set of size 20 neural networks is realistic at the start of a NAS algorithm, and size 200 is realistic near the middle or end of a NAS algorithm.

Next, we tested the effect of the ensemble size. In this model, we train multiple meta neural networks with different random seeds, and then predict based on the mean of all predictions in the ensemble. We trained ensembles of meta neural networks with path-based encoding with a training set of size 200 and a test set of size 500. We tested ensemble size 1, 5, and 25, and we see the test error decreases from 0.995 to 0.911. See Figure 4.
NAS experiments. We give a brief description of each baseline we tested.

Random search (RS) The simplest baseline, random search draws \( n \) architectures at random and outputs the architecture with the highest validation accuracy. Despite its simplicity, multiple papers have concluded that random search is a competitive baseline for NAS algorithms [Li and Talwalkar, 2019, Sciuto et al., 2019].

Regularized evolution (RE) We used the nasbench implementation of regularized evolution [Ying et al., 2019]. The algorithm consists of drawing an initial set of cells at random, and then iteratively mutating the best architecture out of a sample of all architectures evaluated so far. The architectures with the worst validation accuracy in each iteration are removed from the population.

Reinforcement Learning (RE) We used the nasbench implementation of reinforcement learning [Ying et al., 2019], based on the REINFORCE algorithm [Williams, 1992]. We chose this algorithm because prior nasbench experiments have shown that a 1-layer LSTM controller trained with PPO is not effective on the nasbench dataset [Ying et al., 2019].

We run three more experiments: testing out different acquisition functions, using a slightly different validation accuracy metric, and running NAS algorithms for 500 queries rather than 150.

Acquisition functions. We ran experiments for five different acquisition functions: expected improvement, probability of improvement, Thompson sampling, max exploitation, and upper confidence bound. The results are shown in Figure 5. We ran 100 trials of each algorithm.

NAS algorithms running for 500 queries. In our main set of experiments, we gave each NAS algorithm a budget of 150 queries. That is, each NAS algorithm can only choose 150 architectures to train and evaluate. Now we give each NAS algorithm a budget of 500 queries. We tested random search, regularized evolution, and Neural BayesOpt with a path encoding, and we ran 100 trials for each algorithm. We see that regularized evolution and Neural BayesOpt both give roughly the same results after query 350. A possible explanation is that both algorithms find the optimal or near-optimal architecture by query 350.
Mean vs. random validation accuracy. In the nasbench dataset, each architecture was trained to 108 epochs three separate times with different random seeds. The nasbench paper conducted experiments by choosing a random validation error when querying each architecture, and then reporting the mean test error at the conclusion of the NAS algorithm. We found that the mismatch (choosing random validation error, but mean test error) added extra noise that would not be present during a real-life NAS experiment. Another way to conduct experiments on nasbench is to use mean validation error and mean test error. This is the method we used in Section 4 and the previous experiments from this section. Perhaps the most realistic experiment would be to use a random validation error and the test error corresponding to that validation error, however, the nasbench dataset does not explicitly give this functionality.

In Figure 6, we give results in the setting of the nasbench paper, using random validation error and mean test error.

Best practices checklist for NAS. Following calls for fair and reproducible NAS research [Li and Talwalkar, 2019, Sciuto et al., 2019, Ying et al., 2019], a best practices checklist was recently created [Lindauer and Hutter, 2019]. We address the points on the checklist. Note that many points are addressed by virtue of using the nasbench dataset.

- It is challenging to release our code during our anonymous submission, but we plan to release our code soon for the non-anonymous version of this paper. Our code is already cleaned up.
- Since we used the nasbench dataset, we already check many checkboxes. For example, the training pipeline is already public, the hyperparameters for training are fixed, all of our benchmarks are evaluated in the same way (and we used two different evaluation methods), we ran 200 trials each, and confounding factors are controlled.
- All of the benchmarks we used were taken as-is from the nasbench or nas_benchmarks repository [Ying et al., 2019], and we compared against random search.
- We tested our algorithm with and without the path encoding, and with several acquisition functions, as an ablation study.
- We plotted our results with respect to number of queries, not wall-clock time. Our method is a black-box NAS algorithm, and we only compared against other black-box algorithms. Therefore, number of queries is highly correlated with wall-clock time. For instance, the average time to train a nasbench architecture on CIFAR-10 for 108 epochs is 18.6 minutes, and it takes less than one minute to train and test our meta neural network with 200 datapoints. However, in future work we will plot our results with respect to wall-clock time.